
• Can we convey the effect of a freehand perspective 

but digitally?





Powering your graphic capability

• A lot of amazing graphic software is available today. 

However, freehand sketching continues to give that 

unique and artistic feeling to designs and graphics

Can we find a way to use the advantages of both to 

empower our graphics?
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Combining freehand and digital is the future

• Digital technology undoubtedly has provided 

incredible tools

“The ‘software’ are quick in picking up our needs and 

simplifying the process.” 

• It makes sense to use them especially if you are a 

‘digital native’ (technology is part of you) and your 

freehand skills are not as good



Advantages:

1. It offers certain qualities 
that each one by itself 
hardly can offer

2. We can use parts of what 
we have done before so we 
save time and effort

3. It offers editing and ‘undo’ 
flexibility that hand-drawn 
drawing can’t offer. 
Especially the process of 
design is built on editing to 
elaborate and improve  

Advantages



In order to mix both (human and digital rendering), 

it’s useful to explore new technique of:

‘personalizing the digital drawings’

How to combine freehand with digital painting?



What is the art of Mixed Media? 

The art of combining multiple media for effective communication 



Digital painting 

combined with 

modified photos of 

different objects

It is a digital painting not a photograph

It is a combination of three mediums



Personalizing Digital Painting

How?
• Use the software pens and brushes (such as Photo Shop, 

Illustrator, ipad Procreate pens and brushes)

• Render every surface separately by customizing the 

setting choices (colours, tones, shades, edges)

• You can trace digital lines and alter them

• You can use the mouse to draw additional lines or wave lines

• You can combine different mediums and make them look

as one medium. Such as we can use finish materials from photos 

after altering them to have hand effect.



Transforming digital drawing to have the characters of freehand sketching and then 

blend it with freehand painting





Draw one window (manually or digitally) and then copy them to create an 

elevation



The result can look like a freehand painting
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Sometimes, the contrast between the media is desirable to create a certain effect

The contrast between the Auto CAD elevation and background photo, is to differentiate the 

designed area from the existing  



The effective transition 

between digital media 

and acrylic  supports 

the idea of 

representing 

different

worlds, the real 

uncolored world 

and the dreamy 

green world

I can do  

more when 

using digital 

and hand 

painting



I can do 

much 

more by 

using 

digital 

painting 

than just 

freehand







My Master’s degree work



Humanizing the Guildford Mall Area











Guildford Mall Project
The collage of photography with 3D image

3D Sketch Up image of Guildford Mall

Photography of Roof 

Garden



Collage of Photography and 3D Sketch Up  











The photos are modified to give freehand effect and that is combined with freehand drawn objects



Daddu Majra Colony- City of Chandigarh

Design Solution











The process of building shapes/designs 

The process of shaping buildings 

to meet goals

More than one 

combined together







SMART DISTRIBUTION OF  DENSITY 

CAN TURN A REJECTED PLACE TO A VIBRANT URBAN







Learn the art of digital painting


